Abstract: A driving board folding machine comprises a machine housing, a movable table and one or more pre-folding stations for holding an unfolded flexible circuit and a circuit housing. When the driving board folding machine is activated, the one or more pre-folding stations are moved to a folding station located within the machine housing and the flexible circuit is folded and inserted within the circuit housing. The driving board folding station is able to comprise multiple pre-folding stations on one or more sides of the movable table. A holding pin holds the flexible circuit in place while a forming press moves in order to preform the flexible circuit, fold the flexible circuit and move the circuit housing to insert the flexible circuit into the housing.
Driving Board Folding Machine

RELATED APPLICATIONS
This Patent Application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 119(e) of the co-pending U.S. provisional patent application, Application No. 61/732,812, filed on December 3, 2012, and entitled "DRIVING BOARD FOLDING MACHINE," which is also hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION:
The present invention is generally directed to the field of flexible circuits. More specifically, the present invention is directed to an automated solution for folding a flexible circuit and inserting it into a circuit housing.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION:
Flexible circuits offer the same advantages as conventional printed circuit boards, including quality, reliability and high density. The flexible nature of the circuits enable them to assume three-dimensional configurations in order to save weight and space over conventional wiring. Particularly, the formability of a flexible circuit enables a package size reduction and allows the circuit to be folded into unique designs in order to solve interconnection problems. Consequently, flexible circuits find many uses, including automotive, aerospace, electronics and industrial applications. Additionally, because the flexible circuit is able to be folded to a desired configuration it may improve the internal appearance of the electronic package and increase the overall desirability of a product. Typically, such flexible circuits are folded and assembled within in a circuit housing by hand.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION:
An automated driving board folding machine folds an unfolded flexible circuit and insert it into a circuit housing. A circuit housing and a folding circuit are loaded at one or more pre-folding stations of the machine. After the machine is activated, the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are moved to a folding station located within the machine housing where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted within the circuit housing. Tooling of the machine is able to hold the flexible circuit in place while the circuit is pre-formed and then inserted within the circuit housing.

In one aspect, a driving board folding machine comprises a machine housing, a movable table and one or more pre-folding stations for holding a circuit housing and an
unfolded flexible circuit. When the machine is activated each pre-folding station is moved to a folding station located within the machine housing where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted into the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the one or more pre-folding stations are slidably inserted into the machine housing. In further embodiments, the movable table comprises a first end and second opposite the first end, and wherein each of the first end and the second end comprise one or more pre-folding stations. In some of these embodiments, the one or more pre-folding stations are rotatably inserted into the machine housing. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit is preformed before it is inserted into the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit is folded at a force less than 50N. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit comprises a circuit for a LED lamp.

In another aspect, a pre-folding station for a driving board folding machine comprises a circuit support coupled to a movable table and for receiving a flexible circuit and a circuit housing. In some embodiments, the circuit support comprises one or more apertures for receiving one or more circuit connector pins. In a further aspect, a folding station for a driving board folding machine comprises a holding pin, a forming press and an unfolded flexible circuit and a circuit housing held between the holding pin and the forming press. In some embodiments, the holding pin and the forming press are each actuated by a pneumatic cylinder. In some embodiments, the holding pin is configured to hold the flexible circuit in place while the forming press moves upward in order to fold the flexible circuit and insert is into the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are held by a circuit support. In further embodiments, the forming press is shaped in order to preform the flexible circuit before the flexible circuit is folded and inserted within the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the forming press is actuated at a force less than 50N. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit comprises a circuit for a LED lamp.

In still another aspect, a method of using a driving board folding machine to fold a flexible circuit and insert it within a circuit housing comprises coupling a circuit housing with a circuit support. An unfolded flexible circuit is placed on a top of the circuit support and the circuit housing. The machine is then activated. When the machine is activated, the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are moved to a folding station where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted into the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are rotated to the folding station where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted into the circuit housing. In further embodiments, the flexible circuit is held in place by a holding pin while a forming press moves in a direction in order to fold the flexible circuit and insert it into the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit is preformed before it is inserted in the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit comprises
a circuit for a LED lamp.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS:
Several example embodiments are described with reference to the drawings, wherein like components are provided with like reference numerals. The example embodiments are intended to illustrate, but not to limit, the invention. The drawings include the following figures:

Figure 1 illustrates a driving board folding machine in accordance with some embodiments.

Figure 2 illustrates a folding station for a driving board folding machine in accordance with some embodiments.

Figure 3A illustrates a circuit support for a driving board folding machine in accordance with some embodiments.

Figure 3B illustrates a forming press for a driving board folding machine in accordance with some embodiments.

Figure 4 illustrates an automated method for using a driving board folding machine for folding a flexible circuit and inserting it within a circuit housing in accordance with some embodiments.

Figures 5A-5C illustrate a driving board folding machine in operation in accordance with some embodiments.

Figures 6A-6C illustrate a flexible circuit as folded and implemented within a LED lamp in accordance with some embodiments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS:

Embodiments of the invention are directed to a driving board folding machine comprising a machine housing, a movable table and one or more pre-folding stations for holding an unfolded flexible circuit and a circuit housing. When the driving board folding machine is activated, the one or more pre-folding stations are moved to a folding station located within the machine housing and the flexible circuit is folded and inserted within the circuit housing. The driving board folding machine is able to comprise multiple pre-folding stations on one or more sides of the movable table. A holding pin holds the flexible circuit in place while a forming press moves in order to preform the flexible circuit and move the circuit housing to insert the flexible circuit into the housing.

Reference will now be made in detail to implementations of the driving board folding machine as illustrated in the accompanying drawings. The same reference indicators will be
used throughout the drawings and the following detailed description to refer to the same or like parts. In the interest of clarity, not all of the routine features of the implementations described herein are shown and described. It will be appreciated that in the development of any such actual implementation, numerous implementation-specific decisions can be made in order to achieve the developer's specific goals, such as compliance with application and business related constraints, and that these specific goals will vary from one implementation to another and from one developer to another. Moreover, it will be appreciated that such a development effort might be complex and time-consuming, but would nevertheless be a routine undertaking of engineering for those of ordinary skill in the art having the benefit of this disclosure.

Referring now to Figure 1, a driving board folding machine is depicted therein. The driving board folding machine 100 comprises a machine housing 115, a movable table 101 and one or more pre-folding stations 130. Each pre-folding station 130 comprises a circuit support 103 for receiving a circuit housing 110 and an unfolded circuit 120. As shown in Fig. 1, the driving board folding machine 100 comprises three pre-folding stations 130. However, as will be apparent to someone of ordinary skill in the art, the machine 100 is able to comprise any number of pre-folding stations 130 as appropriately desired. When the machine 100 is activated, the one or more pre-folding stations 130 are moved to a folding station 140 within the machine housing 115 where the flexible circuit 120 is folded and inserted into the circuit housing 110. The machine housing 115, the movable table 101 and the one or more pre-folding stations 130 are coupled to a base 117 for supporting the driving board folding machine 100.

In some embodiments, the one or more pre-folding stations 130 are slid into the machine housing 115 by movement of the table 101. In some embodiments, the movable table 101 comprises a first end and a second end opposite the first end and the first end and the second end each comprise one or more pre-folding stations 130. In these embodiments, the one or more pre-folding stations 130 are rotatably inserted within the machine housing 115. As shown within Fig. 1, the movable table 101 is rotatable about a rotation pin 119. The one or more pre-folding stations 130 are able to be used in order to load a circuit housing 110 and an unfolded flexible circuit 120 before moving to a folding station 140 within the machine housing 115. As shown within Fig. 1, the housing 115 is open on the sides and top for exemplary purposes. However, the housing 115 is able to completely enclose the one or more folding stations 140.

The one or more folding stations 140 each comprises a holding pin 105 held in place by a holding pin support 107 and a forming press 109. The flexible circuit 120' and the circuit
housing 110' are held by the circuit support 103' between the holding pin 105 and the forming press 109 before the flexible circuit 120' is folded and inserted into the housing 110'. The forming press 109 comprises a special shape 111 for preforming the circuit 120' before it is folded and inserted within the circuit housing 110'. When the movable table 101 is rotated so that the flexible circuit 120' and circuit housing 110' are supported between the holding pin 105 and the forming press 109, the holding pin 105 moves down to press the flexible circuit 120' and hold it in place. Then, the forming press 109 preforms the flexible circuit and moves the circuit housing 110 upwards and the flexible circuit 120' is folded and inserted into the circuit housing 110'. After the circuit 120' is folded and inserted within the circuit housing 110' the finished product is automatically moved from the machine housing 115 where it is able to be collected.

In some embodiments, the circuit 120' is folded at a force less than 50N so that the flexible circuit 120' is not damaged. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit 120 and the flexible circuit 120' comprise a circuit for a LED lamp. However any appropriately desired flexible circuit is able to be folded and inserted with the circuit housing.

Figure 2 illustrates a close-up view of a folding station for a driving board folding machine, such as described above. The folding station 240 comprises a holding pin 205 held in place by a holding pin support 207 and a forming press 209. A flexible circuit 220 and a circuit housing 210 are held between the holding pin 205 and the forming press 209. As shown within Fig. 2, the flexible circuit 220 and the circuit housing 210 are held by a circuit support 203 coupled to a movable table 201. The movable table 201 moves the flexible circuit 220 and the circuit housing 210 from the pre-folding station (130) to the folding station 240.

In some embodiments, the holding pin 205 and the forming press 209 are each actuated by a pneumatic cylinder. However, the holding pin 205 and the forming press 209 are able to be powered by any appropriate mechanism. During operation, the holding pin 205 is moved down by a pneumatic cylinder in order to press the flexible circuit 220 and hold it in place. The holding pin 205 moves down because it is convenient to place the flexible circuit 220 onto the circuit support 203 and be held in place by gravity. In some embodiments, the holding pin 205 can move horizontally or upward to press the flexible circuit 220 into place. The holding pin 205 is able to be specially shaped in order to avoid damage to the electrical components of the flexible circuit 220. Particularly, the holding pin 205 is able to be shaped in order to hold and protect a desired circuit 220 as it is folded and inserted into a housing 210. The pneumatic cylinder 213 moves the forming press 209 upward in order to preform the flexible circuit 220 as it is folded and inserted within the circuit housing 210. Although, the forming press 209 is shown as moving in an upward direction in order to fold the flexible circuit 220 and insert it
within the housing 210, it is contemplated that the forming press 209 is able to be moved in a
downward direction in order to fold the flexible circuit 220 and insert it within the housing 210.

As described above, in some embodiments, the circuit 220 is preferably folded at a
force less than 50N so the flexible circuit 220 is not damaged. In some embodiments, the
flexible circuit 220 comprises a circuit for a LED lamp, however any appropriately desired
flexible circuit is able to be folded and inserted with the circuit housing.

Figures 3A and 3B illustrate a close-up view of the forming press and the circuit
support.

Figure 3A illustrates a circuit support 303 coupled to a section of movable table 301. As
shown in Fig. 3A, the circuit support 303 comprises one or more apertures 333 for
receiving one or more connector pins of a circuit. The one or more apertures 333 enable the
one or more connector pins to be pressed into the circuit support 303 in order to securely hold
an unfolded flexible circuit and to avoid movements of the circuit during operation of the

folding machine. The circuit support 303 is specially shaped in order to avoid damage to the
electrical components of the flexible circuit when it is inserted into the housing. Particularly,
the circuit support 303 is shaped in order to hold and protect a desired circuit as it is folded
and inserted into a housing.

Figure 3B illustrates a circuit housing inserted within a forming press 309. As
described above, the forming press 309 is moved in order to preform an unfolded flexible
circuit, fold the flexible circuit and insert the circuit within the circuit housing 310. The
forming press 309 is formed with a special shape 311 at the top in order preform the flexible
circuit before it is folded and inserted within the housing 310. The forming press 309 is able
to formed in any appropriate shape in order to preform and fold a circuit depending on the
desired folded shape and the shape of the circuit housing 310. As the forming press 309
presses the flexible circuit, the special shape 311 preforms the circuit as the forming press 309
moves the circuit housing 310 upwards in order to insert the flexible circuit within the circuit
housing 310.

The driving board folding machine comprises a machine housing, a movable table, and
a pre-folding station comprising a flexible circuit and circuit housing. The machine is
activated in order to move the flexible circuit and the circuit housing into the machine housing
where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted within the circuit housing. After the circuit is
folded and inserted within the circuit housing, the finished product is automatically moved
from the machine housing where it is able to be collected.

Figure 4 illustrates an automated method of using a driving board folding machine for
folding a flexible circuit and inserting it within a circuit housing. The method begins in the step 410. In the step 420, a circuit housing is coupled to a circuit support. In some embodiments, this comprises placing the circuit housing over and around the circuit support. In the step 430, an unfolded flexible circuit is placed on a top of the circuit support and the circuit housing. In some embodiments, one or more connection pins of the flexible circuit are placed within one or more apertures on the top of the circuit support in order to firmly hold the flexible circuit in place. Then, in the step 440, the driving board folding machine is activated. When the machine is activated, the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are moved to a folding station where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted into the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are moved from a pre-folding station and to the folding station where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted into the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are rotated to the folding station. As described above, the flexible circuit is held in place while a forming press moves in order to preform the flexible circuit and then fold the flexible circuit and insert it within the circuit housing. In some embodiments, the flexible circuit comprises a circuit for a LED lamp. In some embodiments, a plurality of different flexible circuits are simultaneously folded and inserted into a plurality of different circuit housings. The finished product is automatically moved from the machine housing and is able to be collected. The method ends in the step 450.

Figures 5A-5C illustrate a driving board operation machine in operation. As shown within Figs. 5A and 5B, the circuit housing 510 and the flexible circuit 520 are coupled to the circuit support 503 at a pre-folding station. In some embodiments, a series of four flexible circuits and circuit housings are able to be loaded in approximately 25.4 seconds. In Fig. 5C the driving board machine has been activated so that the movable table 501 is rotated about the pivot pin 519 so that the flexible circuits and the circuit housings are moved into the machine housing to a folding station.

Once in the machine housing, the flexible circuits are folded and inserted within the circuit housings, such as described above. In some embodiments, the flexible circuits and circuit housings are able to be moved to the housing, folded and inserted within the circuit housings at a cycle time of approximately nine seconds. A finished circuit and circuit housing 550 is removed from the circuit support 603. In some embodiments, the series of four finished circuits and circuit housings are able to be unloaded in approximately 8.5 seconds. Particularly, in some embodiments, a driving board folding machine is able to fold and insert a series of four flexible circuits within the circuit housings in a cycle time of 42.9 seconds and fold and insert 334 flexible circuits per hour.
As shown in Fig. 6A, after a flexible circuit 620 is folded and inserted within a circuit housing 610 the finished product is able to be coupled with a circuit plug 625 to form a flexible circuit of a LED lamp 655 and coupled with a LED bulb to form the finished LED lamp 660. Although, the flexible circuit 620 is shown as compatible with a LED lamp, it is contemplated that the same method and device is able to be used for other flexible circuits and circuit housings as appropriately desired.

In operation, a driving board folding machine is able to fold a flexible circuit and insert the flexible circuit within a circuit housing. An unfolded flexible circuit and circuit housing are secured to a pre-folding station before the flexible circuit is folded and inserted within a circuit housing. After the device is activated the pre-folding station is moved to a folding station located within the machine housing and the flexible circuit is folded and inserted into the circuit housing.

Specifically, flexible circuit is able to be easily folded and inserted into a circuit housing using an automated process. Additionally, the machine is able to fold and insert multiple circuits during a single cycle. Consequently, multiple finished circuits are able to be created in a minimal amount of time. Moreover, because the process is automated there is little completion error and minimal difference in completed products. Particularly, the driving board folding machine creates and enables a complete mechanism that folds a flexible circuit and inserts it within the circuit housing upon activation. Accordingly, the driving board folding machine as described herein has many advantages.

The present invention has been described in terms of specific embodiments incorporating details to facilitate the understanding of the principles of construction and operation of the invention. Such references, herein, to specific embodiments and details thereof are not intended to limit the scope of the claims appended hereto. It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that modifications can be made in the embodiments chosen for illustration without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Specifically it will be apparent to someone of ordinary skill in the art that the invention is able to be used to fold any appropriate flexible circuit and to insert the circuit within the circuit housing.
C L A I M S

What is claimed is:

1. A driving board folding machine comprising:
   a. a machine housing;
   b. a movable table; and
   c. one or more pre-folding stations for holding a circuit housing and an unfolded flexible circuit,
   d. an apparatus for moving each pre-folding station to a folding station located within the machine housing where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted into the circuit housing.

2. The driving board folding machine of Claim 1 wherein the one or more pre-folding stations are slidably inserted into the machine housing.

3. The driving board folding machine of Claim 1 wherein the movable table comprises a first end and second opposite the first end, and wherein each of the first end and the second end comprise one or more pre-folding stations.

4. The driving board folding machine of Claim 3 wherein the one or more pre-folding stations are rotatably inserted into the machine housing.

5. The driving board folding machine of Claim 1 wherein the flexible circuit is preformed before it is inserted into the circuit housing.

6. The driving board folding machine of Claim 1 wherein the flexible circuit is folded at a force less than 50N.

7. The driving board folding machine of Claim 1 wherein the flexible circuit comprises a circuit for a LED lamp.

8. A pre-folding station for a driving board folding machine, the pre-folding station comprising:
   a. a circuit support coupled to a movable table and for receiving a flexible circuit and a circuit housing.
9. The pre-folding station of Claim 8 wherein the circuit support comprises one or more apertures for receiving one or more circuit connector pins.

10. A folding station for a driving board folding machine, the folding station comprising:
   a. a holding pin;
   b. a forming press; and
   c. a circuit support,
   wherein the circuit support is adapted to hold an unfolded flexible circuit between the holding pin and the forming press.

11. The folding station of Claim 10 wherein the holding pin and the forming press are each actuated by a pneumatic cylinder.

12. The folding station of Claim 10 wherein the holding pin is configured to hold the flexible circuit in place while the forming press moves upward in order to fold the flexible circuit and insert it into the circuit housing.

13. The folding station of Claim 10 wherein the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are held by a circuit support.

14. The folding station of Claim 10 wherein the forming press is shaped in order to preform the flexible circuit before the flexible circuit is folded and inserted within the circuit housing.

15. The folding station of Claim 10 wherein the forming press is actuated at a force less than 50N.

16. The folding station of Claim 10 wherein the flexible circuit comprises a circuit for a LED lamp.

17. A method of using a driving board folding machine to fold a flexible circuit and insert it within a circuit housing, the method comprising:
   a. coupling a circuit housing with a circuit support;
   b. placing an unfolded flexible circuit on a top of the circuit support and the circuit housing; and
c. activating the machine,
wherein when the machine is activated, the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are moved to a folding station where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted into the circuit housing.

18. The method of Claim 17 wherein the flexible circuit and the circuit housing are rotated to the folding station where the flexible circuit is folded and inserted into the circuit housing.

19. The method of Claim 17 wherein the flexible circuit is held in place by a holding pin while a forming press moves upward in order to fold the flexible circuit and insert it into the circuit housing.

20. The method of Claim 19 wherein the flexible circuit is preformed before it is inserted in the circuit housing.

21. The method of Claim 17 wherein the flexible circuit comprises a circuit for a LED lamp.
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